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Green Hydrolic square dish 6Lt
SKU: 1059281



Red Hydrolic square dish 6Lt
SKU: 1059283 



R Gold  Hammer Hydrolic Square Dish
SKU: 105931 





 F09-00103G 

Green 3Ply Dish with Food pan 5lt.



F09-00303PG

R Gold 3Ply Hammered Dish 
With Food Pan



F09-00103BL

Black 3Ply Dish with Food pan 5lt.



F09-00103R

Red 3Ply Dish with Food pan 5lt.





Artisan premium chafer is 
always right in any occasion.

New Arrivals



Unforgettable bu�et Experience.
Our best technology and design 
will bring your buffet scene 
to the next level

Dinex Square Chafing Dish With Glass 
Cover (RED)
SKU: F07-00101C
DIMENSION-  270*270*100MM
CAPICITY- 5LTR
MATERIAL- THREE LAYERS OF COMPOSITE 
STEEL WITH GLASS LID This piece is a square cha�ng dish 

with a trendy look. It is available is 
three bright colors that are red, 
green, yellow. It also has a detach-
able lid made of glass whereas the 
body itself is made of 3 layers of 
composite steel making it sturdier 
and long lasting. The side handles 
allow easy operation. The dish is 
also induction friendly and also 
keeps the food warm for a long time.



Unforgettable bu�et Experience.
Our best technology and design 
will bring your buffet scene 
to the next level

Dinex Square Chafing Dish With Glass 
Cover (YELLOW)
SKU: F07-00201C
DIMENSION-  270*270*100MM
CAPICITY- 5LTR
MATERIAL- THREE LAYERS OF COMPOSITE 
STEEL WITH GLASS LID

This piece is a square cha�ng dish 
with a trendy look. It is available is 
three bright colors that are red, 
green, yellow. It also has a detach-
able lid made of glass whereas the 
body itself is made of 3 layers of 
composite steel making it sturdier 
and long lasting. The side handles 
allow easy operation. The dish is 
also induction friendly and also 
keeps the food warm for a long time.



Artisan premium chafer is 
always right in any occasion.



Dinex Black Chafing Dish with SS insert | 
Induction Friendly
SKU: F06-00301E
DIMENSION-  305*130MM
CAPICITY- 5LTR
MATERIAL- CAST ALUMINIUM

Unforgettable bu�et Experience.
Our best technology and design 
will bring your buffet scene 
to the next level

This is a designer round cha�ng dish with a detachable lid with a built-in lid 
stand that will allow you to place it on the handle without having to worry 
about placing it any ware else.  it also has side handles which make it easier to 
handle and carry. The outer dish itself is composed of high quality di-cast alumi-
num with a removable stainless steel food pan or a porcelain food pan, you can 
choose whatever you are comfortable with. Moreover, it is induction friendly 
and is made of high quality making it durable. It is available in three di�erent 
color variants that are red, green and black.  



Dinex Green Chafing Dish 
with SS insert | Induction Friendly
SKU: F06-00201E
DIMENSION-  305*130MM
CAPICITY- 5LTR
MATERIAL- CAST ALUMINIUM

Unforgettable bu�et Experience.
Our best technology and design 
will bring your buffet scene 
to the next level

This is a designer round cha�ng dish with a detachable lid with a built-in lid 
stand that will allow you to place it on the handle without having to worry 
about placing it any ware else.  it also has side handles which make it easier to 
handle and carry. The outer dish itself is composed of high quality di-cast alumi-
num with a removable stainless steel food pan or a porcelain food pan, you can 
choose whatever you are comfortable with. Moreover, it is induction friendly 
and is made of high quality making it durable. It is available in three di�erent 
color variants that are red, green and black.  



New Arrivals

Artisan premium chafer is 
always right in any occasion.



Dinex Round Buffet Hydraulic Chafing Dish 
Try Ply With PVD Coating
SKU: 1026S1024
SIZE-  Deep 4� Round Dia : 32CM 
CAPICITY- 7LTR
MATERIAL-  Triply Outer Rose Gold Copper

A stainless Triply food pan having a steel body. Crafted with quality material and provides versatility that is useful to keep 
pre-heat food in the oven or to keep chilled dishes inside it and to present on the tabletop. It has a covering lid that is removable 
and it is easy to wash. Its covering lid get closes automatically and smoothly. It has a water boiler inside it that is helpful to keep 
food heat. It is coated with three layers as Aluminum, Steel, as well as Copper. Additionally, it is also an iduction based material.

This stunning piece is a round hydraulic 
bu�et cha�ng dish. It is in the color rose 
gold. It is composed of three-ply 
stainless steel. The inner layer is 
speci�cally made out of 304 stain-
less steel along with an outside 
layer of stainless steel PVD with a ham-
mered �nish. The middle layer consists 
of aluminum which is a good conductor 
of heat that help in spreading the heat 
evenly throughout the dish. Its food 
capacity is 5 liters. Moreover, it is induction 
friendly along with being super strong and 
durable and is also able to sustain heat for a 
longer time. The high quality hydraulic lid 
allows it to close the lid on its own with a 
single touch.   

This stunning piece is a round hydraulic 
bu�et cha�ng dish. It is in the color rose 
gold. It is composed of three-ply 
stainless steel. The inner layer is 
speci�cally made out of 304 stain-
less steel along with an outside 
layer of stainless steel PVD with a ham-
mered �nish. The middle layer consists 
of aluminum which is a good conductor 
of heat that help in spreading the heat 
evenly throughout the dish. Its food 
capacity is 5 liters. Moreover, it is induction 
friendly along with being super strong and 
durable and is also able to sustain heat for a 
longer time. The high quality hydraulic lid 
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